UNIT 6 Lesson 1

1. Complete.
   1. t r e e
   2. f o __
   3. u t t __ fl __
   4. a b g
   5. p l _
   6. c t r p l l r

✓ Vocabulary Check! Cover, say, and check (√).
I remember 1 2 3 4 5 6 words.
Lesson 2

Grammar Check!

What are they? They’re trees.

1. Complete.

1. ______ are they? ______ caterpillars.

2. ______ they? ______ plants.

3. ______? ______ frogs.

2. Read and draw.

1. They’re ladybugs.

2. They’re butterflies.
Lesson 3

1 Read and color.

purple beige gray

pink brown orange

2 Find and circle six color words.

beige
grey
pink
brown
orange

Vocabulary Check! Cover, say, and check (√).

I remember 1 2 3 4 5 6 words.
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Lesson 4

Grammar Check!

Are they caterpillars? No, they aren’t. They’re frogs.

1. Are they snakes? Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t.

2. Are they frogs? Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t.

3. Are they trees? Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t.

4. Are they ladybugs? Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t.

2. Complete. Write They’re or They aren’t.

1. __________ plants.
2. __________ butterflies.